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The rate at which dislocations nucleate from spherical voids subjected to shear loading is predicted
from atomistic simulation. By employing the latest version of the Finite Temperature String Method,
a Variational Transition State Theory approach can be utilized, enabling atomistic predictions at
ordinary laboratory timescales, loads, and temperatures. The simulation results, in conjunction
with a continuum model, show that the deformation and growth of voids in Al is not likely to occur
via dislocation nucleation under typical loadings regardless of void size.

PACS numbers:

The failure of many modern engineering alloys is con-
trolled by the growth and coalescence of internal voids.
At high temperatures void growth is thought to occur
via diffusion, while at lower temperatures, shorter times,
and/or higher loads, void growth is often attributed to
dislocation plasticity. The plastic growth of large voids
(10s of microns) is scale independent and can accurately
be described by traditional continuum plasticity the-
ory, with the void size being sufficiently larger than the
length-scales of dislocation plasticity. Popular engineer-
ing fracture models are formulated upon this foundation
[1, 2]. The plastic growth of smaller voids is dependent
upon their size, with the length-scale of the stress/strain
perturbation created by the void being on the order of the
mobile dislocation and dislocation source spacing. Ac-
cordingly, the plastic growth of smaller voids must be
described using scale dependent plasticity theories [3, 4]
(or discrete dislocation simulations [5, 6]) to capture the
smaller→stronger trend observed in experiment [7, 8].
The smallest voids, having nanometer dimensions, pro-
duce stress perturbations that interact with at most a
few mobile dislocations and dislocation sources. Conse-
quently, the growth of nanovoids is thought to depend
upon the nucleation of dislocations from their surface. A
large literature investigating this process has developed
in the past decade.

Continuum analyses of dislocation nucleation from
voids have been conducted by several independent re-
search groups, e.g. [8–14]. The athermal analyses unani-
mously suggest that dislocation nucleation from the sur-
face of a void is viable under very high loads. How-
ever, the qualitative insight offered by such analyses is
limited in that significant geometric and parametric as-
sumptions are often employed to make the analyses an-
alytically tractable. Considering the nanoscale dimen-
sions of the problem, atomistic simulations can provide a
powerful investigative tool. In accordance with the con-
tinuum analyses, the simulations suggest that disloca-
tion nucleation from voids is possible at very high loads
and short timescales [10, 15–22]. This is consistent with

post-testing microscopy in laser shocked Cu (∼5GPa for
∼10ns) [23]. However, the plausibility of dislocation nu-
cleation from voids under ordinary laboratory loads and
longer time scales, where thermal activation can play a
significant role, remains unclear. Here, we explore this
question using a newly developed atomistic simulation
technique that enables the accurate calculation of finite
temperature nucleation rates at timescales well beyond
those accessible to standard molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations.

Specifically, dislocation nucleation under ordinary ex-
perimental conditions is investigated with atomistic reso-
lution in a Variational Transition State Theory (V-TST)
framework using the latest version of the Finite Temper-
ature String (FTS) Method [24]. Both the V-TST ap-
proach and the Al interatomic potential [25] used here
have recently been shown to accurately predict dislo-
cation nucleation relative to direct MD and electronic
structure simulations [26, 27]. Nucleation from several
nanovoid sizes and a free surface is examined at several
loads. The results are then used as fitting data for a
continuum model to provide predictions of dislocation
nucleation rates across a range of meaningful void sizes
and loads.

The V-TST framework provides a means to predict
the rate at which a thermally activated event, such as
dislocation nucleation, will occur [26, 28, 29],
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kBT
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∫

SD

e−V (x̄)/kBTds̄(x̄) (1)

with kB being the Boltzmann constant, T the tempera-
ture, m the effective mass, V (x̄) the potential energy of
the system in configuration x̄, and Za =

∫

a e
−V (x̄)/kBTdx̄

the configurational partition function over a.
∫

SD

ds̄(x̄)
represents an integral over a surface in configuration
space, which in this case separates the set of unnucle-
ated configurations from nucleated configurations. The
term “variational” denotes the fact that SD is chosen to
minimize the total frequency of transitions between the
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unnucleated and nucleated states, νfreqtot = 2kpun with
pun being the probability that the system exists in an
unnucleated configuration.

The primary challenge in obtaining a V-TST rate pre-
diction is the computation of the integrals in Eq. 1.
For this we use a parallel implementation of the FTS
method [24]. The method is built upon a set of points in
configuration space, which define a curve connecting an
unnucleated and nucleated configuration. Voronoi cells
are defined about each point in configuration space and
the configuration space within each cell is sampled via
independent simulations at 300K. The cell centers are
iteratively adjusted until they represent the average con-
figuration associated with the sampling within each cell
subject to an equal cell center spacing constraint. Af-
ter the position of the cell centers converge, the relative
probability for the system to exist in each cell can be
obtained by tabulating the frequency at which the simu-
lations attempt to sample configurations in neighboring
cells. Limiting the selection of the dividing surface, SD,
to the set of hyperplanes perpendicular to the string, the
ratio of configuration space integrals in Eq. 1 can then
be approximated as

Z−1
a

∫

SD

e−V (x̄)/kBTds̄(x̄) ≈
fi

∑j=i
j=0 fjwi

(2)

where i represents the cell that straddles a particular
choice of SD, wi the spacing between the cell walls of i
along the string, and fi the probability that the system
is in cell i. The sampling of the atomistic configuration
space was performed in the overdamped limit [24] using a
modified version of the LAMMPS package [30] and an Al
Embedded Atom Potential [25]. Between 30 and 100 cells
were used in the calculations with a typical cell width of
∼ 0.5Å. The overall string length was held fixed enabling
a nonequilibrium nucleated configuration to be used for
the end cell.

Three nanovoids of diameters D = 4nm, D = 6nm,
D = 8nm and a faceted Al surface were examined. The
specimens were strained in shear by adjusting the shape
of the fully periodic cell (Fig. 1). The fcc lattice con-
stant and unloaded cell dimensions corresponded to a
zero pressure equilibrium state with a300K0 = 4.065Å. The
crystallography and loading direction were chosen to pro-
vide the limiting case, i.e. most favorable for nucleation.
The cells were composed of between 191,000 and 325,000
atoms such that the distance between free surfaces re-
mained constant. To break the symmetry of the cell and
provide a single preferred nucleation site a few surface
atoms were removed at one of the two peak shear stress
locations. This did not have a significant (< 7%) effect on
the critical shear load at which instantaneous (less than
a few picoseconds) nucleation occurred. The influence of
the facets in the free surface simulation was examined
at 0K, where the athermal nucleation stress was found

to be 3% lower than the critical stress in an analogous
simulation with no facets, i.e. a flat [112] surface.

Standard NVT MD simulations were performed to de-
termine the critical loads and to acquire the configura-
tions needed to initialize the string. The simulations
were conducted with a 1fs time step at 300K using a
Langevin thermostat with a damping parameter of 1ps
[31]. The critical shear loads were found to be 2.16GPa,
1.89GPa, 1.70GPa and 1.90GPa for the voids of diam-
eter D = 4nm, D = 6nm, D = 8nm and the faceted
surface, respectively. Nucleation from the faceted sur-
face can be interpreted as nucleation from a spherical
void with D → ∞ by dividing the applied loading, τ ,
by the shear stress concentration factor of 1.87 [32], giv-
ing τcrit = 1.02GPa for D → ∞. The smaller→stronger
size effect observed here can be understood by consider-
ing that the finite size of the emerging dislocation core is
acted upon by a force (stress × area) that is dependent
upon the size of the void [9, 13, 14].

In Fig. 2a the direct MD critical load predictions are
given with the V-TST predictions at subcritical loads
for two void sizes and the faceted surface. The nucle-
ation rate is found to quickly go to zero as the load
is decreased from the critical load. The strong depen-
dence on load is indicative of the process having a rela-
tively large activation volume, and is in accordance with
the expected dividing surface configurations (activated
state) shown in Fig. 1. The presence of a significantly
sized dislocation loop and stacking fault area in the acti-
vated state (but not in the initial state) is the key feature
that necessitates the use of advanced TST approaches,
e.g. V-TST, as opposed to more approximate TST ap-
proaches, e.g. Harmonic TST. Specifically, the presence
of a large temperature dependent defect only in the acti-
vated state can create a significant difference between the
free energy and potential energy profiles along the reac-
tion coordinate (Fig. 3). Differences in both the energy
barrier height and position become more significant with
decreasing load, as the dislocation loop in the activated
state becomes larger. This finding is consistent with two
recently published works that have highlighted the im-
portance of considering the free energy profile when pre-
dicting dislocation nucleation [26, 33].

To obtain predictions of dislocation nucleation rates
across a range of meaningful void sizes and ap-
plied loads, the simulation data points were interpo-
lated/extrapolated using an isotropic elastic continuum
model that provided physical guidance. For our pur-
pose, the specific details of the model have little con-
sequence on the final conclusions. The model was con-
structed from an Arrhenius perspective of nucleation
rates, where the expectation time for nucleation is writ-

ten as t̄ = νfreq0

−1
exp(∆Etotal/kBT ). ∆Etotal represents

the change in energy associated with the nucleating par-
tial dislocation growing from its small equilibrium con-
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figuration to the nearby saddle configuration.
For simplicity, the nucleating dislocation segment was

assumed to have a constant radius of curvature, r, and
consist of three distinct energy components, Etotal =
Essf + Edisl

− W stress. Essf represents the energy of
the stable stacking fault created by the partial disloca-
tion segment, Essf = γssfA, where A is the area swept
by the nucleating dislocation segment. W stress repre-
sents the interaction of the dislocation with the stress
field created by the applied load, W stress =

∫

A bspτxyds,
where τxy corresponds to the xy shear stress field on the
slip plane due to the applied load. The expression for τxy
in an infinite elastic body containing a void is lengthy;
thus, we refer the interested readers to [32] for brevity.
bsp corresponds to the magnitude of the partial burgers

vector in the [11̄0] direction. Edisl represents the self en-
ergy of the nucleating dislocation segment and was taken
to be

Edisl =
µb2pr

8

2− ν

1− ν
ln(

4gr

e2r0
) (3)

with µ being the shear modulus, bp the magnitude of the
partial dislocation burgers vector, ν the Poisson’s ratio
and r0 the dislocation core cut-off radius. The function
g captures the influence of void diameter, D, on the dis-
location self energy,

g = 0.55 +
4r

e2r0
− 0.55

1 + α(D)/r
(4)

The form of g was chosen such that Edisl corresponds
to the available analytic solutions for the two limiting
cases of r/D → ∞ (a full dislocation loop in an infinite
elastic material [34]) and r/D → 0 (a half dislocation
loop at a free surface [35]). α(D) controls the rate at
which Edisl transitions between these two solutions and
was taken to be α(D) = c2D

2 + c1D. Using µ = 69GPa,
ν = 0.33, r0 = 1.1Å, bp = 1.65Å, γssf = 0.118J/m2,

and νfreq0 = 0.62ps−1, the continuum model was fit to
the atomistic results for the D = 4nm and D = 6nm
voids by setting c1 = 0.217 and c2 = 0.079nm−1. The
performance of the fit is demonstrated by its closeness
with the atomistic simulation data for the D → ∞ and
D = 8nm data in Fig. 2.
Together the atomistic simulations and analytic model

suggest that dislocation nucleation will occur from spher-
ical voids at far-field shear loadings of 0.9 to 2.0GPa at
300K depending upon the void size (D > 4nm) and the
timescale (t̄ < 1yr), as shown in Fig. 2b. For large voids,
with diameters greater than 100nm, the nucleation load
can be considered independent of size. For any particu-
lar void size, nucleation is highly unlikely at loads below
∼ 75% of the critical load. Considering that all techno-
logically relevant Al alloys have ultimate tensile strengths
below 1GPa, the nucleation of dislocations from voids is
predicted to be highly unlikely, unless the material is

subjected to extreme shock loading [23] or voids are sub-
jected to nanoscale stress concentrations such as other
nearby dislocations.
With regard to mechanical testing, if dislocation nucle-

ation from voids were to occur, the predictions suggest
that the response would be considered relatively strain
rate insensitive. Specifically, the strain rate sensitivity,
m = ∂lnτf/∂lnγ̇, associated with a material whose de-
formation is completely controlled by the nucleation of
dislocations from voids, γ̇ ∝ k, is predicted to be 0.004 at
typical experimental timescales, with γ̇ representing the
shear strain rate and τf the shear flow strength. While
this value is relatively independent of void size, it does
depend upon the load/timescale at high (>ms−1) nucle-
ation rates, e.g. m ≈ 0.012 at typical molecular dynamics
rates (ns−1). As a point of reference, mechanical testing
of coarse grained polycrystalline Al, where deformation
is controlled by dislocation-dislocation interactions, ex-
hibits m ≈ 0.004 [36].
In summary, we have combined atomistic modeling,

variational TST, and a simple analytic model to predict
dislocation nucleation rates from a spherical void in Al.
Our findings suggest that nucleation is unlikely to occur
under ordinary experimental conditions. This not only
contributes to the ongoing debate regarding the mecha-
nisms of nanovoid growth and ductile failure [5–10, 13–
20, 23], but also provides a prediction of the maximum
attainable strength of Al alloys.
The authors acknowledge support from Paul Hess at
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Figures

FIG. 1: Images of simulation cell geometries and loadings.
(a) and (b) represent the D = 4nm spherical void and faceted
surface specimens at applied loads of 1.7GPa and 1.6GPa,
respectively. In both cases the configurations represent the
activated states, which only involve leading partial disloca-
tions. The atoms in perfect fcc stacking are not shown [37].
Accordingly, the atoms shown in (a) depict the surface of the
void and the stacking fault associated with the nucleating par-
tial dislocation loop, and in (b) depict the pair of Al surfaces
and the stacking fault associated with the nucleating partial
dislocation loop [37].

FIG. 2: (a) The expectation time for dislocation nucleation
from a spherical void versus applied shear stress. The picosec-
onds data points were computed using direct MD while the
points corresponding to longer times were computed using V-
TST. The vertical bars on the MD data points correspond
to the standard deviation of nucleation times collected from
50 independent simulations. (b) The applied shear stress re-
quired to achieve the specified nucleation rate as a function
of spherical void size.

FIG. 3: The potential and free energy profiles along the 300K
principle curves [24] (strings) associated with partial disloca-
tion nucleation from a spherical void at two fixed loadings.
The considerable difference between the curves highlights the
importance of entropy and indicates that the position of the
principle curve in configuration space is significantly depen-
dent upon load.
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